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This study addresses the ways and means a conductor may

approach two major twentieth century works written specifi-

cally for percussion ensemble. Performance techniques and

decisions on aesthetics made by the conductor in dealing

with such items as timbre, balance, pitch levels, and pitch

relationships are considered. An investigation is also made

into the use of various types of percussion instruments,

mallets, and stage placement, along with an examination of

Chavez's and Ginastera's treatment of percussion instruments

in their respective works. A comparative study of the two

works within the context of other major twentieth century

percussion ensemble pieces is also included.

For centuries, chamber ensembles of winds or strings

have been a standard part of concert programming. Per-

cussion ensembles began to be recognized in the early part

of this century as a viable performance medium, but not to



the extent of the other groups. Part of the apparent lack

of concert programming stems from conductors' lack of

knowledge of the potential of percussion instruments and

percussion music. This dissertation is an attempt to impart

information in this area with the hope that more percussion

ensemble music will be played and heard.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

A conductor's role in performing a musical work

requires an in-depth knowledge of the score. This knowledge

should include information on the work's place in history,

its compositional and stylistic traits and analysis of its

structure and form. Beyond these, the conductor must be

able to bring forth the various timbres of the ensemble and

place them in a fine balance and cohesiveness. In order to

do this effectively, the conductor should have an adequate

understanding of the various instruments' playing

techniques, timbre, pitch limits, dynamic range, etc.

Perhaps the most important tasks of the conductor are

exploiting the ensemble's potential for giving a quality

performance and to re-create as fully as possible the

composer's musical intentions.

Numerous conductors of established orchestras and bands

have been successful in achieving these goals. Many chamber

wind and string groups have also proved successful in this

area. But what about other types of instrumental ensembles

which have not been in existence for as long a time and

consequently have not established a large core of

repertoire? One such group is the percussion ensemble,

1
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which may incorporate both orchestral and non-orchestral

percussion instruments.1

There are several items to consider when making music

only with percussion instruments. North American and

European audiences have been accustomed primarily to

listening to music that has some form of distinguishable

melody and harmony. Because much of the percussion music

available today does not specifically incorporate melody and

harmony, composers writing for this medium rely heavily on

elements of rhythm, timbre and pitch relationships among

instruments for musical structure.

This study addresses how a conductor, through score

study and rehearsal, can give a meaningful performance of

music written specifically for percussion instruments. It

explores the ways and means of approaching two major

twentieth century works written specifically for percussion

ensemble. The compositions examined are the Toccata (1942)

by Carlos Chavez (1899-78), and Cantata Para America Magica

(1960) by Alberto Ginastera (1916-1983). Performance

techniques and decisions on aesthetics made by the conductor

in dealing with such items as timbre, balance, pitch levels,

'The term "orchestral percussion instruments" is used to refer
to those instruments commonly found in standard European
orchestral repertoire. Some examples of these are the
tympani, snare drum, cymbals, and xylophone. The instruments
noted as "non-orchestral" may include ethnic instruments such
as the reco-reco, chocalho, and sistrum.
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and pitch relationships are considered. An investigation is

also made into the use of various types of percussion

instruments, mallets, and stage placement, along with an

examination of Chavez's and Ginastera's treatment of

percussion instruments in their respective works.

There are two goals served by taking this approach.

The first is to impart information on performance aspects

and problems associated with two major percussion works. An

in-depth study is made of how a conductor and talented

percussionists can facilitate the composers' demands in

order to achieve a satisfying performance. Essentially, the

two compositions have been examined in terms of performance

problems rather than theoretical analysis.

The second goal is to gain insight into the sounds of

various percussion instruments. A conductor's Qomprehension

of how percussion instruments can be manipulated in order to

gain a desired effect is of extreme importance. By using

the Toccata and Cantata para America Magica as examples, a

conductor may gain a better understanding of the different

performance techniques for percussion instruments. This in

turn will provide the conductor with the necessary tools for

applying this information in other musical settings

requiring percussion instruments.

To serve these goals effectively, general information

is given concerning the Toccata by Carlos Cha5 vez. It
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includes a survey of how Chavez wrote for the specific

instruments and how musicians can best approach performing

on the instruments he specified through the guidance of a

conductor. Balance, pitch levels and relationships and

stage placement are also taken into account. Conducting

problems are addressed.

The examination of Ginastera's Cantata para America

Magica covers similar issues. It also contains information

on instrument construction necessary for the performance of

this work. The material on these works deals primarily with

performance aspects rather than biographical information

which is readily available elsewhere. Only basic facts

concerning the background of these compositions, as well as

overviews of compositional techniques, are given.

A comparative study of the two works within the context

of other major twentieth-century percussion ensemble pieces

is also important and deserves attention. Concluding this

study are remarks concerning the project as a whole.

Insights on the future of percussion music including

suggestions for the use of percussion instruments in other

musical settings are explored.



CHAPTER II

THE TOCCATA AND CANTATA PARA AMERICA MAGICA IN THE CONTEXT

OF OTHER MAJOR TWENTIETH CENTURY WORKS FOR

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE

By comparing the Toccata and the Cantata para America

Magica with other twentieth century pieces for percussion

ensemble, it is easier to see how these two works fit into

context. It is also helpful in gaining an appreciation for

the compositional elements of the two works if they are

compared with other works in the same genre.

In 1918, Igor Stravinsky composed Histoire du Soldat

which required seven players. Each instrumental assignment

was written in a virtuoso manner and all parts were of equal

importance. The percussion part was written for a

collection of instruments meant to be played by one person.

The score contains information about the instruments to be

used, the preferred mallets and sticks, performance

instructions and stage placement. According to Michael

Rosen," Stravinsky opened the eyes of composers to the

soloistic capabilities of percussion with Histoire du

Michael Rosen, "A Survey of Compositions Written forPercussion Ensemble," Percussionist, IV/1 (January, 1967),
1106.

5
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Soldat. Other music written specifically for percussion

appears not long after Stravinsky's composition.

In 1924, George Antheil composed Ballet Mecanique.

This revolutionary work was originally scored for sixteen

player-pianos but was rescored in 1926 for one player-piano,

two pianos, three xylophones, electric bells, small wood

propeller, large wood propeller, metal propeller, tam-tam,

four bass drums, and siren.

After several European performances of varying success,

the Ballet Mecanique was premiered at Carnegie Hall in New

York City on April 10, 1927. The performance was a disaster

even before the first note was struck. The pre-concert

publicity focused exclusively on the scandalous and riotous

nature of Antheil's European concerts. Consequently, the

public came to the concert in a frame of mind to condemn

everything it heard.2

Several logistical problems at that evening's

performance also severely hampered any hopes of a successful

performance. The turmoil resulting from the sounds of

motors and the wind produced by the propellers caused a

2 Linda Whitesitt, The Life and Music of George Antheil, 1900-
1959, (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1983), 31.
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violent reaction by the audience. 3 Subsequently, between

that performance and the other riotous concerts abroad,

Antheil was branded the "Bad Boy of Music," and his

autobiography is entitled as such. 4 Although the per-

formance of the Ballet Mecanique was disastrous, the work is

nevertheless an important one, since it brought the

percussion ensemble into public attention.

Members of the Pan American Association, an

organization which flourished from the 1920's and 1930's,

took note of Antheil's work. Composers who took part in the

growth of percussion ensemble music assumed important

positions in the association. 5 Edgard Varese (Ionization,

1931) was elected president, and Henry Cowell (Ostinato

Pianissimo, 1934), a great promoter of new percussion music,

served as leader of the North American Section. Amadeo

Roldan (Ritmicas, 1930) was in charge of the West Indies

section, and Carlos Chavez (Toccata, 1942 and Tambuco, 1964)

was head of the Central American section.

Roldan was working in Cuba when he wrote his Ritmicas,

a suite of six movements, with the first four scored for

3Larry Vanlandingham, "The Percussion Ensemble: 1930-1945,1"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University,
1971), 4.
4George Antheil, Bad Boy of Music, (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, Doran and Company, 1945).

5Peterman, op. cit., 11.
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flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, and piano and the last

two movements orchestrated exclusively for percussion. The

movements for percussion require eleven players and utilize

native Latin-American instruments including claves, quijada

(jawbone of a donkey), cowbells, giiiro, maracas, bongos,

timbales and marimbula (pitched wooden bars mounted above

wooden-boxed resonating chambers played with mallets) .6

According to Rosen, 7 Roldan was the first composer to use

native Latin-American percussion instruments in symphonic

compositions.

The Ritmicas #5 and #6 are based on fixed cuban dance

patterns, which are passed around among the different

instruments. 8 Changing meters are prevalent, but the

rhythms, as in Toccata, are not difficult.

Edgard Varese's Ionization is without doubt one of the

most widely acclaimed percussion works. It is scored for

thirty-nine instruments requiring thirteen performers.

There are no tympani parts; there is, however, a series of.

different size drums, cymbals, tam-tams, and bass drums.

Melodic instruments such as chimes, celesta and piano are

found, as well as many accessory instruments such as anvils,

6Vanlandingham, op. cit., 8.

7Rosen, op.cit., ill.

8Peterman, op. cit., 13.
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triangle, tambourine, woodblocks, slapstik, castanets and

sleigh bells. A siren and Lion's Roar (novel percussion

instruments in 1931), complete the list.

As is the case in Cantata para America Magica, timbre

and density are two of the most important factors in

Ionization. Varese contrasts definite pitched instruments

(chime, piano, etc.) with membranophones (bass drums,

bongos, military drums, etc.) and those of long duration

(sirens, Lion's Roar) with those of short duration (anvil,

cowbell, wood-blocks, slapstick, etc.).9

Several rhythmic figures used in Ionization closely

resemble those in Cantata para America Ma'gica. The

"irrational" rhythmic figures are present in Varese's work,

primarily in divisions of fives. These figures often serve

as organic accelerandos and ritards. One also finds the

similar treatment of polyrhythms serving as interlocking

rhythms in conjunction with the pointillistic techniques in

phrasing.

In 1931, percussion music and percussion instruments

were still relatively unknown. Realizing this, Varese

carefully supplied detailed instructions in the front of his

score which described the various instruments and playing

techniques. Ginastera and Chavez also provided instructions

9Rosen, loc. cit.
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in their works, although not nearly so explicitly as

Varese.

With the advent of the New Music Society, such

composers as Lou Harrison and John Cage (dubbed the "West

Coast" composers) exploded on the scene with several pieces

for percussion ensemble in the 1930's and early 1940's. Lou

Harrison is especially noteworthy for his Fifth Symphony

(1939), Bomba (1939), Canticle #3 (1940), Labrynth #3

(1943), Song of Queztacoatl (1941), Fugue (1942) and Double

Music (1941) on which he collaborated with John Cage.

Harrison's common compositional traits include his

unique choice of instruments; brake drums, coffee cans,

flower pots, bowls and glasses all graduated in pitch. As

in Ginastera's cantata, a sense of strict meter is often

lost in Harrison's music due to the continual use of

polyrhythmic and polymetric effects coupled with shifting

accents. 10

One of Harrison's most famous percussion works,

Canticles #3, was written in the composer's most active

period and at a time when he was most interested in Indian

and Mexican Music." The music requires seven players and

is scored for traditional (snare drum, bass drum, tam-tams,

1 0Michael Rosen, "A Survey of Compositions Written for
Percussion Ensemble," Percussionist, IV/3 (March, 1967), 138.

"Ibid.
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etc.), non-traditional (iron pipes, Water Buffalo pipes,

etc.) and indigenous Latin-American (teponazli, cowbells,

and sistrums) instruments. The composition is based on

Latin American folk melodies.

Although the meter of the work is in 4/4, the actual

pulse of the music is represented in eighth-notes.

Constantly shifting accents confuse the stability of the

meter, much in the same way as in the first movement of the

Toccata.

Alan Hovhaness has been described as an experi-

mentalist, but Rosen12 describes him as somewhere between

Chavez (conservative) and Harrison (radical). Hovhaness's

skill as a composer "enables him to devise fresh combin-

ations by devices which give the effect of originality

without going beyond what will be acceptable." 3

Hovhaness's October Mountain (1942) is scored for five

players and consists of marimba (a dominating instrument in

the work), glockenspiel, tympani, large tam-tam, tenor drum,

bass drum and gong. Like Chavez, Hovhaness's treatment of

timbral aspects are primarily represented through his

instrumental groupings. Isorhythmic patterns and the use of

glissandi on the tympani are notable features of the work.

"Ibid., 142.

13 Peter Yates, Twentieth Century Music, (New York: Pantheon
Books, 1967), 395.
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The Toccata of Carlos Chavez is one of the last

percussion pieces written before World War II. Chavez

stayed away from the use of exotic, unconventional

instruments and returned to the use of standard percussion,

relying on rhythmic and timbral elements rather than on

avant-garde approaches.

Many of the composers listed so far experimented with

both traditional and non-traditional percussion instruments,

seeking different timbral possibilities. The works of

Roldan, Varese, Harrison and Cage and Chavez show little

regard for harmony and tonal centers.14

A hiatus in the composition of percussion ensemble

music took place during and immediately following World War

II, and was not resumed until the early 1950's. A surge in

percussion ensemble writing rose in the 1950's and 1960's.

Ensembles ranging from very small to very large loomed in

the literature.

Michael Colgrass' Three Brothers (1951) is a staple in

the percussion repertoire. Colgrass was interested in

obtaining varied timbres from only one instrument as opposed

to using several instruments. He employs various playing

techniques with fingers, different types of mallets, wire

14Vanlandingiam, op. cit., 88.
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brushes, etc., much in the same way Ginastera hinted at nine

years later.

Harold Farberman was greatly concerned with the past

and future of percussion ensemble literature. He stated

that he "should like to see an end to pieces for percussion

utilizing sirens, whistles, glass plates, etc., which are

nothing less than a debasement of, and cause for

embarrassment to, percussion players. "15

His Evolution - Music for Percussion (c. 1955) is

scored for twenty-five percussion instruments including

antique cymbals, castanets, claves, maracas, and other

conventional percussion instruments. It, like Cantata para

America Magica, is written with soprano voice, but the vocal

part is not featured nearly so prominently as in Ginastera's

work. A French horn part is also found in Farberman's

piece.

Warren Benson's percussion music is known for its

refinement and clear-musical lines. His Trio for Percussion

(1959) is in four movements and is scored for tom-toms,

triangles, gong, suspended cymbal, woodblock, maracas and

bass drums. The work is contrapuntal in nature, and a

clarity of individual musical lines, even in thick textures,

is a prominent feature.

15Harold Farberman, Evolution - Music for Percussion, Record
liner notes: Boston B-207.

A-5wo OFAM 0 " 0 M "s, 7 ...................
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The use of enormous numbers of instruments in a given

piece was not exclusive to Ginastera, although he may have

been a major influence on other composers in this regard.

Peter Schat' s Signalement (1961), written for the Percussion

Group of Strasbourg, contains a huge number of instruments.

Two "xylorimbas", marimba, vibraphone, chimes, glockenspiel,

two sets of crotales (each, one chromatic octave),, two sets

of tuned cowbells, tympani (covering a compass of two

octaves), twelve suspended cymbals, six tam-tam, eleven tom-

toms, two conga drums, two pairs of bongos, 2 african drums,

three side drums, two bass drums, seven temple blocks, two

whips, three cowbells of no particular pitch, claves,

maracas and a piano make up the instrumentation list for

this work.

Finally, in Ginastera's Cantata para America Magica

several of the musical elements found in ealier works of

other composers can be found. Elements such as

instrumentation of conventional and indigenous Latin-

American percussion instruments, varied timbral qualities,

intricate rhythmic and metric elements, pointillistic use of

melody, extreme dynamic ranges and pure musical effects are

all incorporated in Ginastera's cantata. It appears that

Ginastera gathered all the resources of compositional

techniques from other percussion works and creatively set

them with his own style and ingenuity.
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Since the 1960's there have been other important

creative ventures in percussion instruments and ensemble

music. Harry Partch, for instance, through his unique

percussion inventions, forced us to think beyond the realm

of traditional instruments. Important compositions for both

large and small ensembles continue to be written. Composers

such as George Crumb, Lukas Foss, William Kraft, Ronald Lo

Presti, and Iannis Xanakis continue to provide new music for

percussion ensemble.



CHAPTER III

TOCCATA BY CARLOS CHAVEZ

A suggestion by John Cage in the late 1930's prompted

Carlos Chavez to write a piece specifically for percussion

ensemble. The Toccata was completed in 1942 and was

intended for Cage's Chicago Percussion Ensemble. Unfor-

tunately, the group was disbanded by the time Chavez

completed work on the piece.1

According to Chavez, 2 the Toccata remained unperformed

for six years; it was finally premiered on August 13, 1948

by the Orquesta Sinfonica Nacional under the direction of

guest conductor Eduardo Hernandez Moncada. Chavez himself

conducted the United States premier on December 1, 1953 with

the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra.

According to Morillo3 , the Toccata, although intended

as a concert piece, was also incorporated as incidental

music for the ballet Toxcatl (Perpetual Party). Performed

in 1952, the ballet was given by the Academy of Mexican

Dance, choreographed by Xavier Francis.

1/'Gerard Behague, Music in Latin America: An Introduction,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1979),
249.

2Carlos Chavez, "Toccata," Record Liner Notes: Columbia 5847.

3Roberto Garcia Morillo, Carlos Chavez: Vida y Obra, (Mexico
City: Fonda de Cultura Economica, 1960), 119.

16
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Robert Parker, biographer, said that the Toccata "has

remained one of Chavez's most popular and frequently

performed works -- probably second only to Sinfonia India.

There have been at least eight commercial recordings made of

this work up to the time of this writing [1983].,"4 In

discussing the Toccata Chavez wrote: "This toccata was

written as an experiment in orthodox percussion instruments

-- those used regularly in symphony orchestras -- that is,

avoiding the exotic and the picturesque. Therefore it

relies rather on purely musical expression and formalistic

structure. "5

The Toccata is scored for traditional orchestral

instruments. It is in three movements which are organized

into standard symphonic forms. The first movement displays

aspects of sonata form. It includes a recapitulation which

is signified by a drum-roll introduced at the beginning of

the movement. The drum-roll reappears later announcing the

beginning of the coda. The compositional technique of

pointillism is heavily employed in this movement. Both the

themes and the subsequent transformations of the themes are

4Robert Parker, Carlos Chavez: Mexico's Modern DayOrpheus, (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1983), 51.
5Chavez, loc. cit.

MOIR' 111,10,111 I'll 1111 1
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developed and passed around the different membrane instru-

ments through the use of hocket.6

The second movement closely resembles ternary form.

The first section of the movement is signified by a half-

note melody accompanied by repetitive eighth-notes. The

second section is comprised predominantly of eighth-note

melodic motives. Finally, the last section of the movement

consists of the half-note melodic material with the return

of the eighth-note accompaniment figure.

The final movement, like the first, is in sonata form.

The first theme is stated at the beginning followed twenty-

four bars later by the second theme. There is a relatively

long development section marked by what Chavez suggests as

Latin American rhythms. 7 This section increases in intense

rhythmic activity until a short recapitulation brings the

work to a close.

The Toccata is unified through several means. The

three movements are played "attacca," meaning that the

movements should have little or no pause between them. The

orchestration is similar in the first and third movements,

consisting mostly of membranophone instruments, with the

6Timothy J. Peterman. "An Examination of Two Sextets of
Carlos Chavez: Toccata for Percussion Instruments and
Tambuco for Six Percussion Players," (unpublished DMA
dissertation, North Texas State University, 1986), 27.

7Chavez, loc. cit.
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addition in the last movement of wooden instruments (claves

and maraca) and idiophones (suspended cymbal and glocken-

spiel). Chavez states that the glockenspiel is employed to

give a hint of a melodic element.8

These two similar movements surround the second

movement which is made up entirely of metallic instruments

plus the xylophone (wood). Chavez essentially divided the

work into two categories:

1. musical material supplied rhythmically

(primarily through membranophones), which

surrounds

2. musical material supplied melodically

(through idiophones).

Careful attention to timbre, especially in the first and

third movements, is crucial to the success of this work.

Although the thematic material of the movements is largely

represented through rhythmic motives, timbre also plays an

important role. This will be explored specifically later in

this chapter.

Chavez's Treatment of Percussion Instruments

As previously mentioned, Carlos Chavez wrote his

Toccata for six percussionists. Each of the six players is

8Ibid.
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assigned specific percussion instruments. Some sharing of

instruments is intended, but this is kept to a minimum. The

instruments are assigned to each player as follows:

Percussion 1: Indian Drum
glockenspiel
Small Indian Drum

Percussion 2: Side Drum I
Xylophone
Indian Drum
Tenor Drum

Percussion 3: Side Drum II
Suspended Cymbal

Percussion 4: Tenor Drum
Chimes
Claves
One Maraca
Suspended Cymbal

Percussion 5: Tympani
Small Gong

Percussion 6: Bass Drum
Large Gong

Figure 1. Instrumentation List for Toccata

In addition to this instrumentation list found at the

front of the score, Chavez also provided performance

instructions for each player listed as "Notes," which

contain suggestions for the generic types of instruments to

be used, general comments on mallet and stick choice and

limited comments on performance techniques. From these

instructions it is clear that Chavez wanted a distinction in

terms of pitch relationships (highest to lowest).
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Specifications of stick choice as well as directions

concerning dampening the head of the drum9 suggest that

Chavez had certain ideas about the types of articulations

and timbres that he wanted. He also indicated a desire for

sustained sounds in some sections of the piece by the symbol

"L. V.1", meaning "Let Vibrate." A timbral indication is

given in his directions for the tenor and side drums. He

specifically instructed when these drums are to be played

with snares on or off.

Although Chavez did provide these general performance

instructions, there are several items which he either left

to chance or inadvertently omitted. Drum designations and

some stick designations are somewhat ambiguous. The names

of the instruments can be confusing because of mixed

meanings in the terminology. For instance, his use of the

term, "Indian Drum" is unclear. Mallet and stick classi-

fications are also questionable. The wooden stick called

for in many of the parts is not specified by either size or

weight. Mallet indications are also vague in terms of size

and degree of hardness of the mallet head.

Due to the ambiguity of his designations, we must make

informed speculation as to his real intentions. The

9 Chavez gave two directions concerning dampened heads.
Coperto: cover the skin with a suede
Scoperto: uncover it
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conductor must be sensitive in directing a player to use the

most appropriate instrument and mallet for each movement of

the musical composition.

The following is an attempt to solve some of the

ambiguities inherent in this work. It is hoped that the

following information will answer questions for others who

may perform this work in the future. The structure of the

next section is divided by movements.

The first movement is designated, "Allegro, sempre

giusto / = 1381" and employs membrane instruments exclusively

(Figure 2).

Player 1: Indian Drum

Player 2: Side Drum I (later instructed to play
Indian Drum, Side Drum, and Tenor Drum
as one unit)

Player 3: Side Drum II

Player 4: Tenor Drum

Player 5: Tympani (F, B, e)

Player 6: Bass Drum

Figure 2. First movement instrumentation for Toccata

The order of pitch relationships (from highest to

lowest) conforms to the order of the instrumentation. The

Indian drum must be higher than the side drum, and the side

drums (I and II) must be identical in pitch and higher than

'Now
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the tenor drum. The tenor drum should be higher than the

highest pitch of the tympani (e). Finally, the bass drum

must be lower than the lowest pitch of the tympani (F).

Because there is a specific pitch setting for the

tympani, these instruments set the standard of pitch

relationships between the other instruments. The three

pitches of the tympani part are essentially set in some form

of the interval of the fourth (perfect or augmented).

Because this precedent is set and later reinforced by the

drum designations of "percussion 2,1"10 at measure 20 (see

Example 1), it seems that Chavez had conceived the interval

of the fourth as the essential harmonic element.

Percussion 2 (Indian Drum, Side Drum, Tenor Drum)

1 Ejecutante I Player
(Tambor indio .4sn Drum
Tambor Militar in B.Side Drum .off
Redoblante sin B. Tenor Drum .ff

agssempre

Example 1.
Copyright®1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission

This gives us further indication as to what size drums

should be used.

10Althouqrh this part is written without a clef, it seems
that Chavez was clearly thinking of the fourth in terms
of pitch relationships.

" I ollimpo -- - -Imp o IRAN I I
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Before making a final decision on instrument selection,

a conductor needs to examine carefully how the composer

treats each instrument in the composition. In the first

movement Chavez presents his music not only through rhythmic

devices but also through pointillistic techniques. There is

a melody throughout this movement, and it is realized by

dividing the phrases among the various instruments. All the

percussion parts are assigned similar musical material,

except for the tympani, which tends to receive more thorough

melodic attention.

From this examination, it appears that Chavez wanted

the timbres of this movement to be rather consistent among

the different instruments, an idea reinforced by the fact

that the entire movement is written specifically for

membranophones.

One final area to consider is articulation. Other than

the drum-rolls (or tremolos), the majority of the notations

indicates isolated single notes or a short series of notes

separated by rests. The example below gives a good

illustration of this last point.

lam
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1tm**som n Pom _o

(coun ... an __ __ __

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~( is______ ______s________

Now_ _ __ _ n L5.fJ _______

_ _ M~d _ _ _ _ _ I _ _

Example 2.
Copyright( )1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission.

This passage gives two impressions. The first is that the

compositional technique employed enhances the pointillistic

effect. The second is that it seems the overall character

of the movement is "secco" (little after-ring). This point

is supported later in the movement when all parts consist of

rolls over several measures, and the texture is at its

thickest. In order to reduce the meshing of overtones,

Chavez instructed his musicians to play their respective

drum-roll "Coperto" (cover the skin, dampen the head).

Having analyzed the piece in this way, a conductor is

now prepared to make decisions as to the type of instru-

ments, mallets and sticks to be used for performance. As
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mentioned earlier, the Indian drum designation is somewhat

ambiguous. Considering the requirements of sound

production, a plastic, single-headed "tom-tom" with a wooden

shell is satisfactory. The most appropriate dimensions of

the drum, considering pitch relationships, are 12"

(circumference) x 8" (depth). The head should be tightened

to a pitch higher than that of the two side drums, and the

wooden stick required for this instrument, as well as for

the side drums and tenor drum, should be a medium-weight,

medium-sized oval or arrow head drum stick.

The side drums should be identical in pitch, and

therefore, of the same size and quality. Matching the

timbral quality with the Indian drum necessitates that

plastic heads with metal shells be used. The appropriate

dimensions for these drums are 14" x 6".

The tenor drum, lower in pitch than the side drums,

must be a double-headed instrument, because it, like the

side drums, is often played with "snares on." Appropriate

dimensions for this drum are 14" x 12", and as before,

heads should be plastic.

At the time Chavez wrote the Toccata, plastic heads

were not available. They are, however, recommended for use

on the tympani because they most closely match the

articulations of the other drums and produce a crisper,

dryer sound than skin heads.
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The circumference of these heads should be the following:

F - 32"

B - 26"

e - 23"

These drum-head sizes are dictated by the tessitura of each

instrument. Placing the prescribed note near the middle of

the instrument's range will produce the ideal sound. In

order to match the articulations of the other instruments,

it is advisable to use medium-hard felt mallets. The bass

drum dimensions of 28" x 14" will give a good bass sound to

the ensemble and still maintain clarity of articulation.

Medium-hard generic bass drum mallets are suitable for the

dryness in articulation necessary for this part.

Skipping over the second movement for a moment, a

discussion of the third movement is in order here. It is

marked "Allegro un poco marziale, = 132." The instrumenta-

tion of this movement is similar to that of the first

(Figure 3).

Player 1: Small Indian Drum

Player 2: Indian Drum
Side Drum I
Tenor Drum

Player 3: Side Drum II

Player 4: Claves

Player 5: Tympani

I ORION
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Player 6: Bass Drum

Figure 3. Third movement instrumentation for Toccata

In addition to this listing, "Player 1" is later assigned a

glockenspiel part, and "Player 4" is assigned a maraca and a

suspended cymbal part.

As in the first movement, Chavez's treatment of the

percussion is of a dry timbral quality with several isolated

motivic patterns. The compositional treatment, however, is

unlike the first movement. Figures are more ostinato in

character than pointillistic. Each line is rhythmically

active and yet highly interactive with others. Canonic

treatment of the musical material is fundamental in the

movement.

The membrane instruments should be the same as those

used in the first movement. The relationships of pitches

are similar, as are the timbral qualities. The style of

play is like that of the first movement, except perhaps more

rigorous in nature.

In terms of the additional instruments found in this

section of the work, care should be taken in selecting

instruments and mallets suitable to the various performance

aspects already described. The small Indian drum is now the

highest pitched membranophone and should be the same as the

other drum in physical quality, but higher in pitch. The
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recommended dimensions of this drum are 10" x 8". The

sticks used should be the same as the others.

The Claves part is treated similarly to the other parts

in this movement. Its rhythmic ostinato figures are coor-

dinated with the other parts and should therefore be

similarly articulated. A pair of rosewood claves is

appropriate. The Maraca (one) part also presents the

ostinato patterns. It appears that Chavez wanted this

instrument to be played as precisely as possible; it needs

to be articulate and played "secco". In order to play the

part effectively, two maracas should actually be used.

Therefore, medium-size, medium-weight, thin-shell wood

maracas are appropriate.

The suspended cymbal part is also assigned specific

rhythmic patterns as well as tremolos. A light drum-set

stick with a proportional head will give clarity to the

articulation, as well as provide a good roll, which must

meld well within the ensemble.

Although the glockenspiel is used sparingly in this

movement, it serves in a melodic capacity that may be seen

as a unifier of the movements. It is especially prominent

in the second movement. Its motives also repeat, serving as

a melodic as well as a rhythmic ostinato. There is no

designation as to what type of mallet should be used. In

the second movement the only designation is "rubber mallets"
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without specifying the degree of hardness. Hard rubber head

mallets used in both movements are conducive to producing a

point to the articulation without being overly harsh.

The only other change in this movement is that the

pitch, B, in the tympani part of the first movement is

changed to a Bb. The tympani part is prominent and contains

several types of articulations and phrase markings; there-

fore, hard felt mallets should be employed. These mallets

are useful in producing both short notes (played closer to

the middle of the head) and longer ones (played toward the

rim).

The second movement differs from the first and third

in terms of timbre and musical content. With the exception

of the xylophone (wood), all the other instruments are

metallic. Half of the instruments used are pitched, and

half are not.

Figure 4 shows the instrumentation of this movement as

Chavez listed them.

Player 1: glockenspiel

Player 2: Xylophone

Player 3: Suspended Cymbal

Player 4: Chimes

Player 5: Small Gong

Player 6: Large Gong

Figure 4. Second movement instrumentation for Toccata.
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There is a minor issue concerning terminology in this

movement. Players 4 and 5 are assigned to play a small gong

and a large gong, respectively. The parts are written for

non-pitched instruments and appear without a clef. The only

musical distinction between the two instruments is that one

is pitched higher (small gong) than the other (large gong).

In the truest sense, gongs have definite pitch, whereas tam-

tams do not. Therefore, small and large tam-tams are wise

selections.

The mallet instruments used are standard. This

movement, like the third, contains many repeated figures in

a setting marked "Largo,)'= 58.1" The movement is built on

melodic properties and tends to be legato in character. It

makes extensive use of a series of eighth-note patterns

which often serve as an accompaniment to the longer note

values of the glockenspiel part. The suspended cymbal

functions as both musical effect (tremolos) and as a motor

element (successive sixteenth-note patterns).

The choice of mallets for each instrument is important.

As previously mentioned, the mallet designation for the

glockenspiel simply says to use rubber mallets. Hard rubber

mallets are again recommended. Parts for the xylophone,

chimes and gongs have no mallet suggestions at all. Hard

rubber mallets are appropriate for the xylophone as they

were for the glockenspiel in order to produce a pointed but

... ..............
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sensitive articulation with a sufficient ring. The chimes,

like the glockenspiel, contain some longer durational values

and should thus be treated as a melodic line. A rawhide

hammer will give the performer the capability to play a

phrase with dynamic flexibility while producing an

articulation appropriate to the musical content.

The gong parts are fairly rhythmic and, in many

respects, are similar to the suspended cymbal part in terms

of sixteenth-note patterns. A large, soft yarn-headed bass

marimba mallet can produce a fairly articulate sound with

little ring.

Smaller-headed marimba mallets with rattan or birchwood

dowel handles are appropriate for the suspended cymbal part.

To maintain a steady tremolo with minimum articulation, on

the cymbal, soft yarn mallets should be used. When the part

calls for anything other than tremolos, the player need only

turn the mallet around and play on the stick.

Stage Placement

Once the instruments and mallets have been selected, it

is necessary to decide upon the stage placement. There are

several items pertaining to the logistical configuration

which need to be considered.

Since a percussion ensemble is a highly visual medium

for both the performers and the audience, it is important
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that the performers are situated in a manner which makes it

easy not only to see the conductor but also to see one

another. Because there are few sections of the Toccata

where a particular instrumental part is assigned a

subordinate role, it is essential that all instruments be

capable of being heard equally. Therefore, instruments must

be placed accordingly. The tympani and bass drum, for

instance, should be placed toward the back of the ensemble

because of their potential loudness. The tympani also tend

to be treated soloisticly in this work and consequently

should be in the center of activity.

Figure 5 shows a recommended stage set-up for Toccata.

Percussion Percussion
VI V

Percussion Percussion
II IV

Percussion Percussion i
IncIII

Conductor:

Figure 5. Stage set-up for Toccata.
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Conducting Problems and Considerations

As a whole, the Toccata does not present any real

difficulty in terms of actual conducting. There are no

substantial problems concerning the metric aspects nor are

there difficult tempo changes. Although there are several

cues which need to be given, none are particularly awkward.

The most important physical aspects in conducting this work

are keeping steady time and expressing dynamics and musical

inflections.

The aesthetic difficulties, however, are more numerous.

As previously discussed, pointillistic traits permeate the

first movement. The conductor must delineate the phrases

and guide the performers in interpretation. The example

below shows how one line is divided among all six parts, yet

is really one seven-bar phrase. The terraced dynamics that

build toward the end of the phrase need to be brought to the

player's attention in order to fully develop the musical

line.
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Example 3.s
Copyright 1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission

Dynamics, play an important role not only in this

movement but throughout the entire work. Many of the

dynamic markings are terraced. Another example of Chavez's

use of this technique can be seen below.

mbauito tenns.dim. faents& dim. . d 4i. P &#"a. PP

Example 4.
Copyright®1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission.
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Chavez's markings indicate that this drum-roll (Ex. 4) must

be played without a diminuendo ("senza dim") within each

measure, and must be performed exactly as marked.

The use of rolls is a prominent feature of the movement

and serves as a unifying element. Each player rolls at some

point in the movement, and in one instance, all players roll

in unison. Therefore they must be consistent with one

another. Proper mallets help, but playing technique is most

important. Multiple-bounce (closed) rolls are appropriate

for the tremolo effect. Since the timpanist and bass

drummer are unable to execute this type of drum-roll, a

"hand to hand" roll most likely matches the articulation of

the other drummers.

Balance is the key to performing the second movement

successfully. All of the various sounds must be heard, and

the conductor must make certain dynamic indications are

scrupulously observed.

The length of the reverberation allowed each instrument

is another issue important to the balance of the ensemble.

Chavez's notations are helpful in this regard. Examples 5,

6, 7, and 8 show four different markings that address the

duration of sound.

Example 5.
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Example 6.

Example 7.

E:Xampl1e 8.

Examples 5 clearly shows that the symbol "L. V.1" means to

let the sound dissipate naturally. Example 6 shows that

there should be some ring leading into the rest, whereas

Example 7 indicates that the ring should last only as long

as the duration of the written note. Example 8 clearly

shows that the note should be dampened immediately.

One other critical item in this movement is that of

rhythm. Example 9 shows that there are several rhythms

occurring at once; the conductor should insure that all are

performed accurately.
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9 
p

Example 9.
Copyright(D 1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission.

A steady tempo of = 58, without rushing, must be

maintained.

The third movement may be the most complex of the

three. Tempo and dynamic changes must be observed exactly.

The original tempo of this movement is = 132 in 2/2 time.

It later slows down to = 92. Here the part for maraca(s)

is found. If the tempo is too fast it makes it very

difficult for the percussionist to be accurate. Later, the

same occurs for the tympanist when the tempo returns) = 132

in 4/4 time. If the tempo moves too quickly, clarity is
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lost; if the tempo is too slow, Chavez's desired effect is

diminished.

This movement, more than any other, has clearly defin

phrase markings for specific percussion parts. For

instance, Example 10 shows clearly marked three-note phras

for Percussion II.

ed

es

Tamb. d. Ind.Dr..
Tamnb. MiL. Sin B. ieBr. S.
Red. sin B. ren.Or.. off

I

Example lo.
Copyright 1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission.

Example 11 again shows phrasing marks for Percussion II, but

this time the phrase is extended into the Percussion I part.

This entire line, however, should be played only by the

person on the Percussion II part.

~~LT7IIp

if Iff

Example 11.
Copyright®1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission.
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There are several instances where various instruments

"play-off" of each other, either by canonic treatment of the

phrase or by a giving and taking of the rhythmic motive.

This kind of interplay deserves special attention. Example

12 shows such an instance.

ifsy SUVif sempre

Example 12.
Copyright c 1954 by Mills Music, Inc. Used by Permission.

One last item concerns the term "Attacca" as used by

Chavez. According to Apel", this term "indicates, at the

end of a movement, that the next should follow without

break." This is not exactly practical considering the

instrument, mallet and stick changes necessary between

movements. Therefore, a pause, albeit a slight one, must

be taken.

"Willi Apel, "Attacca," HarvardDictionary of Music, 1st

ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1953),
60.



CHAPTER IV

CANTATA PARA AMERICA MAGICA BY ALBERTO GINASTERA

Completed in 1960, the Cantata para America Magica

(Cantata for Magic America) was first performed in 1961.

Alberto Ginastera composed the work under commission from

the Fromm Foundation. The cantata was premiered in

Washington, D. C. at the Inter-American Music Festival.

Throughout his career, Ginastera tended to highlight

percussion instruments in his music, 1 as seen by his

Pampeana No. 3 (1954), and the Violin Concerto (1963). The

Cantata para America Magica calls for fifty-three percussion

instruments, including two pianos and celesta. There are

several categories of percussion instruments represented,

including membrane, metallic, wood, rock, stringed, and sea-

shell. These instruments appear in a variety of combina-

tions and serve as melody or accompaniment.

In addition to scoring for the more unusual percussion

instruments, Ginastera features a soprano voice part which

is integral to the piece. The soprano serves as a story

teller and is often used in a bravura style, almost as an

Alcides Lanza, Dictionary of Contemporary Music, John Vinton,
Ed.,, (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1974) 271.

41
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additional percussion instrument.
2 The voice part includes

several wide intervallic leaps and distinct vocal techniques

such as Sprechstimme, microtonal inflections and parlando

style.

The Cantata para America Macjica consists of six

movements, each with its own title. According to Behague3 ,

the texts of the cantata are a set of poems of pre-Columbian

origin (transmitted by Christian missionaries working in

Aztec, Mayan, and Inca cultures) and are used in homage to

pre-Columbian civilization. The following figure gives the

titles for each movement.

I. Preludio y Canto la Aurora (Prelude and Song of

Dawn)

II. Nocturno y Canto de Amor (Nocturne and Love Song)

III. Canto para la Partida de los Guerreros (Song for

the Warriors' Departure)

IV. Interludio Fantastico (Fantastic Interlude)

V. Canto de Agonia y Desolacion (Song of Agony and
Desolation)

VI. Canto de la Profecia (Song of Prophecy)

Figure 6. Movement titles to Cantata para America Magica

2Pola Suarez Urtubey, Alberto Ginastera, (Buenos Aires:
Ediciones Culturales Argentinas, 1967), 50.

3Behague, 10. cit., 330.

_--$*1-
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Ginastera gave his own account of the background of his

piece:

When I wrote Cantata para America Magica

I chose poems written by people who lived

hundreds of years ago and tried to produce

the magic or incantation which gave sense to

their lives. The means for this (voice and

percussion instruments) and the style of the

music (an advanced idiom) have been deter-

mined or, I should say, imposed on me as a

necessity by the nature of the work.
4

The cantata is based on serial technique, not only in

terms of melody and harmony, but in rhythm, timbre, dynamics

and textures. Microtonality, polyrhythms and aleatoric

rhythms are also present. The polyrhythms and irregular

rhythmic units are reinforced by what Ginastera has called

"irrational values," that is, indivisible values which occur

within a specific metric unit.
5 For instance, a group of

seven thirty-second notes placed in the time of eight would

look like "7=8". In terms of texture, the cantata often

presents dense, block-like passages and highly elaborate

counterpoint -- as in the canonic web of the "Nocturnes"

created by the two pianos, celesta and Glockenspiel.
6

Ginastera employed many instruments which he believed

existed in some form in pre-Columbian civilization. The

4Alberto Ginastera, "Alberto Ginastera Speaks," Musical

America, LXXXII, 10, (October, 1962), 10.

5Behague, loc. cit.

6Ibid, 331.
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instruments used in each movement represent the mood 
of the

poem or an extra-musical idea. 7 Ginastera also employed

several compositional techniques based on the number six,
8

including the tone series (based on hexachords) 
and the six

movements of the piece. Several groupings of instruments

are in sixes, such as the Indian-drums, the metallic

instruments and the wood-drums.

The cantata has been viewed as an important musical

work since its premiere. Paul Hume wrote:

The Cantata para America Mqica is as new a

means of expression as Le Sacre du Printemps

was when it burst upon its 1913 listeners.

From a chamber ensemble of 2 pianos and a

vast array of percussion instruments, plus

the trumpeted voice of soprano Raquel

Adonaylo came music of incredible excitement,

in sounds and rhythmic outbursts not like

anything heard before.
9

Ginastera's Treatment of Percussion Instruments

The Cantata para America Magica is scored for fifty-

three percussion instruments requiring sixteen players and a

soprano. Each player is assigned a specific instrument, or

in most instances, mqpltiple instruments. Explicit

7Suartey, op. cit., 49-50.

8Ibid.

9Paul Hume, "Alberto Ginastera," Inter-American Music

Bulletin, (July, 1965 #48), 3.
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directions are given describing instrument assignments 
for

each player.10'

Although he did not list exact dimensions, Ginastera

did give specific as well as general information 
concerning

the type and size of instruments. Indications concerning

pitch relationships between various membrane 
instruments as

well as relationships between some of the wood and 
metallic

instruments are also given. The conductor must make

instrument selections based upon pitch and timbre 
relation-

ships as dictated by the musical material 
in the cantata.

The sixteen assignments are divided by species of

percussion instruments. The first four parts are all

written for some form of membranophone, and the fifth is

assigned to wood drums. Metallic instruments comprise Parts

VI and VII. The next three instrumental parts are the most

varied in terms of the number and kinds of instruments

assigned to each player. Here several non-traditional,

indigenous Latin-American instruments are found such as 
the

Reco-reco and the chocalho. The remaining parts are

characteristically melodic and include the mallet and

keyboard instruments.

The large number of instruments in the cantata requires

careful consideration in stage placement and instrument

10Alberto Ginastera, Cantata para Amrica Magica,

introductory notes to the score.
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selection. Fortunately, Ginastera was aware of the inherent

logistical problems of such forces and wrote 
for instruments

which can be used over again in each movement. The

instruments are used, however, in varying ways from one

movement to the next. To effectively produce the various

kinds of timbres and articulations called for in any given

movement, careful selection of sticks and mallets is

crucial.

Instrument Selection

The sixteen instrumental parts appear in the score as

parts I through XVI. Each part is subtitled; for example,

Part IV is listed as "Drums II.1" The instrumentation of the

work is listed at the front of the score.

The first two instrumental parts are listed as

Kettledrums I and II, with each of these parts containing

three tympani. The pitch range in Part I extends from Ab to

f#, and the wider range of part II' extends from F to c#1

(piccolo tympani). The selection of drums is dictated by

those instruments which can comfortably handle the extremes

of ranges. The drum-head circumference of Part I should be

23", 26", and 29", and the appropriate dimensions of Part II

are 20", 29", and 32."

In addition to these six tympani, another drum is

assigned to Part IV and appears as "Kettledrum IV" in the
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fifth movement of the work. This drum is played only on F#,

therefore requiring a 32" head. One other tympani part,

"Kettledrum III," appears in both the fifth and sixth

movements. It is written in Part X, but is mistakenly

listed in the score as an instrument of Part IX. Although

the part only calls for one drum, the music dictates a need

for two. This is seen in the last movement, where a tremolo

from D to Ab is written. A 29" head tympano and a 32"

tympano are appropriate for this part.

All of the tympani parts are listed as "Kettledrums"

with only one listed as "pedal kettledrum." There are two

drums with specified sizes and are listed in Part II.

Part II: Kettledrums II

Small kettledrum
Pedal kettledrum
Lower kettledrum

It is interesting that only one tympano out of nine is

listed as "pedal. " This drum is used specifically in the

fourth movement in a series of ascending and descending

glissandi from F to B. Although the other drums are not

listed as "pedal", I suggest drums with pedals be used

because all of the tympani except for Kettledrum IV change

pitch at one time or another.

Parts III and IV are listed as "Drums I and II". The

instruments listed in Drum I include a small Indian-drum,

medium Indian-drum and large Indian drum. Drum II is
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composed of a side-drum without snares, a tenor-drum without

snares and a bass drum. The Drum I player is assigned all

six drums in the fourth movement, while the Drum II

performer is assigned to play a small metallic sistrum (this

instrument will be discussed later). As previously

mentioned, the Drum II part also plays timpani in the

fourth movement.

The drums used by the two players (Parts III and IV)

are supposed to be pitched in a series of low to high.

These instruments are primarily used as rhythmic elements in

each movement; consequently a dry, crisp sound is desired.

The drums that were used in the Toccata by Chavez make

excellent instruments for the Cantata para America Ma/gica.

The dimensions, heads, and shells used in the Chavez piece

fit perfectly within the pitch and timbre scheme of this

work.

Part V is written for six temple-wood drums of varying

sizes. Ginastera indicated that these six instruments of

Mexican (Teponaxtle) or African type "must have a pitch

relationship between the lower one and another fairly

high." 1  From his discussion, Ginastera seems to indicate

that African log drums are appropriate instruments.

"Ibid.
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James Blades12 concurs with this notion by comparing the

mexican "teponaztli" to log drums similarly used in 
Africa.

These instruments are carved with a slit on the head forming

an "H" shape, with the two tongues chisled to varying

thickness, thereby forming two distinct pitches. There are

six pitches called for in Part V, therefore a player may use

either three or six of these drums. Ginastera suggested six

drums, and if the resources are available, six should be

used. Ginastera also suggests substituting six chinese

temple-blocks if teponxtle are not available, but they

produce a substantially different sound than the teponxtle,

and they are clearly Ginastera's second choice.

Parts VI and VII call for six metallic instruments

which, like the drums of Parts III and IV, are pitched from

lowest to highest. Part VI is written for three suspended

cymbals which are designated as small, medium and large.

Since these three cymbals are written with a distinction of

pitch among one another, care should be taken in selecting

not only the circumference of each platter but also the

thickness of each instrument. Part VII calls for three tam-

tams of varying sizes: small, medium and large. The small

tam-tam must be lower in pitch than the largest cymbal. As

all six instruments have indefinite pitch, -it is difficult

12James Blades, Percussion Instruments and Their History,

(London: Oxford University Press, 1970)., 47.
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to pinpoint any type of intervallic relationship. Every

effort should be made to select instruments that are scaled

evenly from the highest pitch to the lowest.

In addition to suspended cymbals, Part VI contains

crash cymbals and two cowbells of different sizes. The

cowbells appear in the last movement of the work and are to

be played simultaneously. They may either be mounted or set

on a stand.

The next three parts, VIII-X, are designated as

Percussion I, Percussion II, and Percussion III, respect-

ively. Here one finds several non-traditional, indigenous

Latin-American percussion instruments. Several accessory

instruments are also found in these parts. Part VIII

(Percussion I), requires the following instruments:

2 pairs of "antique cymbals" of different sizes
Small suspended cymbal
2 bongos
Chimes
Small triangle
Reco-reco
Small high claves
Small maracas
Chocalho

The antique cymbals can be played effectively on

two crotale platters which should be mounted on a stand and

struck by metal ball mallets. The small suspended cymbals

are designated as "piccolo" and should be pitched higher

than the highest cymbal found in Part VI. The bongos and

chimes are standard instruments. A 4" triangle is
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appropriate for the small triangle designated as "Triangle

piccolo." The Reco-reco is found in the third movement and

is used sparingly. Ginastera described this instrument as a

hollowed wooden cylinder with fluting. It should be played

by rubbing the fluted area with a wooden stick. 13  The

small, high claves are similar to those used in Toccata,

which are a short pair of cylinders made of rosewood. The

small maracas are listed as "maracas piccolo." The material

for the shells of these instruments should be of wood or

leather and very thin. The chocalho is described as a

hollowed metallic cylinder filled with dried seeds or small

stones and sounds when shacked.
14 This instrument is

similar to the maraca, but the shell of the chocalho is made

of metal. Shot may be used as the substance inside the

metal casing.

The Percussion II part consists of the following

instruments:

GUiro
Triangle
Bass-drum, very low
Low claves

In addition to this list, a pair of stones should be

included. The stones are listed mistakenly in the

Percussion III part.

13Ginastera, loc. cit.

14Ibid.
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The Guiro is similar in design and played in the same

manner as the Reco-reco. The difference between the guiro

and the Reco-reco is that the Guiro is made from gourd and

the Reco-reco is made from wood. The triangle is larger

than the one listed in Percussion I. An 8" instrument is

recommended. The bass drum needs to be larger than the one

found in Part IV. Appropriate dimensions of this drum are

40" (circumference) x 18" (depth). The dimensions of the

smaller bass drum should be 28" x 14." The low claves need

to be larger in length and deeper than those of Percussion

I.

Ginastera described the pair of stones as being two

fist size sea stones or boulders sounding when struck

together. 1 5 The stones are presented in the last movement

and are assigned small rhythmic motives meant to be played

very loudly, "tutta la forza." Hence, the stones should be

of strong substance, resistant to breakage. Smooth surfaces

are also recommended to achieve a full, uniform sound.

The last percussion part, Percussion III, has the

following instrumentation:

2 maracas, small-medium
2 clashing cymbals [crash]
2 "sistrums" (I metallic; II of sea-shells)
Small triangle
Sleigh bells

1 Ibid.
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The two maracas need to be of varying size and consequently

varying pitch (low and high). The crash cymbals, as in Part

VI, may be of medium size (17"). The triangle should be

similar to that of Percussion I, a 4" "piccolo." The sleigh

bells are to be attached to a piece of wood allowing the

player to tap various rhythms.

Ginastera described the sistrums in this way: "The

metallic sistrum is a metallic frame upon a handle holding

some rows of small loose metallic discs which strike

together when shaking the instrument. The sea-shell sistrum

is similar to the previous one but filled with sea-shells

instead of discs.,"16 Because these instruments are neither

standard nor easy to come by, construction may be the only

way to acquire them.

The sistrums can be constructed in different ways,

depending on available resources. Figure 7 gives a graphic

representation of Ginastera's description of 
a sistrum.

Figure 7. Graphic representation of Ginastera's sistrum.

161bid.
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The hanging items located in the center of the sistrum are

either the metallic discs (as those used on a tambourine) or

seashells. If one does not have access to a metal frame, it

may be replaced with a wood frame, although this type of

frame is undesirable. Figure 8 shows a draft of a sistrum

made with a wooden frame.

Figure 8. Wooden-frame sistrum.

Whichever method of construction is used, the metallic or

seashell discs must be able to clang against each other.

The instrument must be mounted (by the handle) so that the

player can tap the instrument in exact rhythm. Example 13

shows how the sistrums are employed.

Example 13.
Copyright (c)1961 by Barry Editorial. Used by Permission of
Boosey & 1tTwkes, Inc.
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Parts XI and XII are written for large xylophone and

marimba, respectively. Since these instruments are

standard, no discussion of them is needed. Part XIII does,

however, require an explanation. The glockenspiel part

calls for a range extending from cl to c4. The range of a

standard orchestral instrument is gl to c4. Essentially,

the lower fifth required by Ginastera's instrument is not

available. There are a few possible solutions to this

problem. The least desirable solution is to rewrite the

music which cannot be played on a standard instrument to a

playable register. The best solution is to obtain a three-

octave instrument, such as "Parsifal" bells. If this is

impossible, one should try to acquire separate tone bars.

The pitch, cl, is used often, making it an important note.

The next most used pitch in this lower register is fl. The

pitches el and f#1 are also written, but only two or three

times each.

The last three parts, XIV - XVI, are written for

celesta and two large concert grand pianos. These are

standard instruments which are presented without special

performance instructions. The two pianos, however, are to

be played with the lids removed.
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Mallet Selection

After selecting the instruments, decisions must be made

concerning proper sticks and mallets. In order to make wise

selections, one needs to understand how Ginastera treats

each instrument in each movement of the cantata. The order

of presentation within each movement is dictated by the

order in which each instrument appears. The keyboard part

and those parts which do not require sticks or mallets are

not included in this discussion. Because a detailed listing

of mallets and sticks with musical reasons given for their

selection is provided in this section of the chapter, a

concise table is found in Appendix B giving only mallet and

stick selection for each instrument in each movement.

The general characteristics of the first movement

include loud, articulate playing on all the percussion

instruments. The two tympani parts' dynamic range extends

from "ppp" to "fff." The written articulations indicate a

need for crisp, dry playing, and short rolls are written in

both parts. Medium-hard felt head mallets will accommodate

both styles.

The Drum I part is similar. Most of this assignment

contains intricate, fast rhythms which require extreme

clarity. Therefore, wooden sticks with a lamb's wool cover

are appropriate. The Drum II part is written much like Drum
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I, and because of the larger size heads of the instruments

in the Drum II part, I suggest the use of hard felt head

tympani mallets.

The tam-tam part consists mostly of extended rolls with

some isolated, single-note passages. The dynamic levels are

generally loud, making two generic gong mallets with a 3"

(diameter) head most suitable. The cymbal part contains

some rolling passages as well as several rhythmic passages

requiring clean articulations. Medium-hard, yarn-headed

marimba mallets are acceptable for performing the diverse

styles called for in this movement.

The style of play for the wood drums is similar to the

styles found in the Drum I and II parts. The articulate,

rhythmically complex aspects of this movement are best

realized with soft rubber head mallets. These mallets

produce clean articulations while maintaining a good tone on

the teponaxtle drums.

The bongos are also assigned passages requiring a dry,

clear sound. A light drum-set stick is a good choice. The

part for the largest bass drum calls for long rolls that

range from "pp" to "ff." A pair of medium weight bass drum

"roller" mallets with 2-3" heads works well for this

assignment. The triangle part is written at a soft dynamic

level and contain extended tremolos. A light-weight metal
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triangle beater is a proper selection for playing this

instrument.

Both the xylophone and marimba parts include sharp,

loud, accented eighth-note figures with many of these

figures approached by ascending glissandi. Hard plastic or

rosewood head mallets are appropriate for the xylophone, and

medium hard to hard rubber head mallets are a good choice

for the marimba, which allow for audible glissandi.

The glockenspiel part is similar to those of the

xylophone and marimba in terms of glissandi and loud dynamic

levels. But unlike the other two instruments, the

glockenspiel is assigned note values of longer duration as

well as extended tremolos. Hard plastic head mallets

provide the pointed articulation needed, while giving the

fuller sound required of the part. The chime part consists

of only a few isolated notes which are scattered throughout

the movement. A rawhide hammer is a proper choice.

The second movement is quite different from the first.

Although both movements are set at slow tempi, the first is

more rhythmically active and agitated than the second. With

some exception, most of the instruments in the second move-

ment contain long, drawn-out phrases which consist of notes

of relatively long duration.

The glockenspiel part contains material just described.

Dynamic levels do not go beyond "p", which means that small,

NMI "I "I
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plastic head mallets would work well for both the dynamic

level and the sustained sound.

The cymbal and tam-tam parts are marked "con

scopettine" which loosely translates into "with brushes."

Wire brushes are suitable for these parts which are

essentially assigned tremolo figures and are written at

"pp.I

The marimba part calls for two varying styles. The

firs: consists of quick rhythmic patterns and wide inter-

vail Lc leaps, and the second style is written with long

roll;3 and trills. Both styles are scored at a soft dynamic

levE 1. that suggests the use of medium-soft yarn head mallets

to 2hieve not only soft dynamics, but also clean articu-

lat: )ns.

The xylophone provides the greatest contrast with the

other parts. Although the dynamics are written at a

relatively soft level, there are disjunct interval leaps and

rhytams which provide a feeling of anxiety not matched by

any other instrument. Hard cord head mallets provide crisp

arti culatons, but they will not produce harsh sounds as do

plas-.ic heads.

The third movement is radically different in character

from zhe previous two. The tempo is extremely fast, and the

primary duration of each note lasts no longer than an

eighth-note. Providing a crisp, dry sound on the tympani
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requires mallets with hard felt heads. The two drum parts

may use the same sticks that were used in the first movement

since the articulations found in these two movements are

similar. The wood drum part is quite rhythmic, and all the

pitches of the six drums are frequently represented. Hard

rubber head mallets are acceptable.

In this movement, the large bass drum is assigned a

series of long rolls. Here Ginastera actually suggests a

mallet with a hard felt head. Two such mallets are needed.

The composer also indicates that the same type of mallet be

used on the cymbals and tam-tams, but these mallets would

seem to produce too harsh a sound for the musical effects

that he wishes to achieve. The cymbals and tam-tams are set

in pointillistic technique. The cymbal parts are best

played with medium-hard yarn head marimba mallets which give

a better articulation and a fuller sound than hard felt

mallets. The tam-tam part should be played with bass

marimba mallets with a 1 and 1/2" - 2" ball. These mallets

produce a good fundamental and give clarity to the articu-

lation.

The xylophone and marimba parts have angular types of

melodic lines with moderately disjunct rhythms. Hard

plastic head mallets for the xylophone give the dry sound

required of this part. The marimba can be played with hard

rubber head mallets which produce a crisp articulation. The
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glockenspiel part is moderately different from the other two

mallet parts. It consists of notes of short durations and

longer ones which are meant to vibrate. Small plastic head

mallets with a ball size of 1/2" will enable the player 
to

meet the demands of the part.

In the first three movements, the voice part has been

the most essential element of melody, but the fourth

movement features the percussion and keyboard instruments

and is written without the voice. Each instrumental part

has independent characteristics, yet the musical distribu-

tion is equally proportioned. The movement is set in a fast

tempo, and the dynamics are to be played as softly as

possible.

The cymbal part indicates that the instruments should

be played with sponge head mallets which may not be readily

available and thus need to be made. The part is primarily

made up of long rolls that occur over several measures. The

tam-tam part chiefly consists of notes of long duration or

of rolls. The mallets used in the previous movement may be

used again here.

The two tympani parts consist primarily of rolls and

notes of long duration, but some shorter note values do

exist. Medium-soft to medium-hard felt mallets will allow

soft sounds but will also give clear articulations. The

drum parts consist of rolls as well as eighth-note rhythmic
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patterns. Because this is the movement where the Drum I

player plays all six drums, medium felt head mallets 
are

necessary in order to play all six drums at a soft dynamic

level. The wood drum part is quite rhythmic and all six

pitches are represented equally. Medium rubber head mallets

provide clarity in the quick-moving passages assigned 
to

this part.

The xylophone, marimba and glockenspiel parts are all

treated in a fashion similar to that of the third movement.

Therefore, the marimba and glockenspiel mallets used in the

third movement may be used again. The xylophone part should

use hard cord head mallets because the dynamic level is

soft.

A triangle part written in this movement has a series

of long, soft tremolos. A small metal triangle beater is

appropriate because it allows the player to sustain a soft,

continuous roll.

The fifth movement is in stark contrast to the fourth.

The style of the movement is recitative in character, and

the voice part is once again prominently featured. The

tempo is very slow, and most of the instrumental parts

requiring some sort of mallet or stick contain notes that

are long in duration. Dynamics ranges are extreme. Because

most of the instruments are assigned similar musical
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material, a listing of sticks and mallets necessary for each

instrument is listed below.

Cymbals: medium yarn marimba
mallets

Tam-tams: 2 generic gong mallets with 3" heads

Chimes: plastic hammer for loud dynamics, rawhide

hammer for soft dynamics

Large bass drum: bass drum roller mallets with
thin sticks and large heads

4" triangle: medium size metallic triangle beater
for loud dynamics

Xylophone: hard cord to plastic head mallets

Marimba: hard cord head mallets

Glockenspiel: 1" plastic ball mallets

Tympani: medium-soft to soft-felt head mallets

The final movement is similar to the first in terms of

rhythmic values. Irrational rhythms and gruppetti figures

predominate. Angular musical lines and pointillism

characterize this section of the work. along with a wide

spectrum of dynamic inflections. The tempo is moderate.

The cymbal part has a combination of rolls and

articulations in the form of gruppetti, making medium-hard,

yarn marimba mallets with rattan sticks appropriate. The

yarn head may be used for executing the rolls, and the stick

portion of the mallet may be used for the gruppetti and

other articulations.

polio. 1 1,44WAMP
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The tam-tams are used only as a time-keeper, since

eighth-note downbeats in 1/8 time are written in this part.

A large, medium-hard yarn bass marimba mallet gives a good

articulation as well as providing the fundamental sound 
of

the instrument.

The Drum parts are similar to those found in the first

movement, and the same sticks and mallets used in that

movement may be used again. The same holds true for the

wood drums. The musical material is similar, and the

mallets should be the same as those in the first movement.

The xylophone, marimba, and glockenspiel parts are

similar to each other throughout the movement. These parts

are assigned gruppetti figures or portions of gruppetti via

pointillistic effects. Hard cord head mallets used on the

xylophone give clear articulations but allow for sensitive

flexibility. Hard yarn head marimba mallets will do the

same for the marimba. The glockenspiel part will sound well

with 1/2" plastic ball mallets.

The tympani parts contain long rolls as well as

extremely articulate passages. Medium-hard felt head

mallets will allow the kind of diversity necessary to play

the part. Finally, the chimes part contains isolated

eighth-note figures and can be well executed with rawhide

hammers.
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Stage Placement

There are several things to consider before determining

a proper stage set-up for the cantata. One is the need to

determine which instruments are shared. For instance, since

the Drum I player needs to have access to all six drums in

the fourth movement, it is wise to place Drums I and II

together. In addition, the Drum II part needs to be placed

next to the Percussion III set-up, since Drum II is assigned

the metalic sistrum in the fourth movement.

Set-up based on musical material should also be

considered. For example, the xylophone and marimba parts

are often assigned similar musical material; therefore it is

advisable to place these instruments in proximity to one

another.

However, in contrast to this last point, one should

also consider the goals of the overall aesthetic effect of

the performance. For instance, the two tympani parts often

pass musical figures from one to another. By placing these

instruments on opposite sides of the stage, a potent musical

impression may be achieved. The conductor, then, plays an

important role in maintaining continuity between parts,

mostly by giving solid conducting patterns.

Figure 9 shows a suitable set-up which incorporates

those items previously mentioned. One other facet to

==
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consider concerning stage set-up is the physical space

available for performance. Not only does there need to be

enough room or stage for all the instruments, but there must

also be adequate space for each player. As the figure

shows, each player has enough room to move freely from one

instrument to the other.
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Voice Treatment

A discussion of Ginastera's use of the soprano voice is

appropriate to this chapter. The soprano is the reciter of

Ginastera's selected poems, thereby acting as the story-

teller. The poems are a major component of the work, and

the musical material is often used to highlight the poetic

themes.

The voice part is demanding, both technically and

aesthetically. It requires the vocalist to sing very softly

or loudly in any given range. A highly developed sense of

pitch is required in order to sing accurately the wide,

disjunct intervals found throughout the cantata. Extreme

musical styles are also present which range from smooth,

sostenuto passages to very violent, primeval screams. A

non-traditional use of scales is also found in the last

movement, where the singer is required to sing quarter-

tones. The notation of these quarter-tones is indicated by

for lowering a pitch by a quarter-tone, and for

raising a pitch by a quarter-tone.

Ginastera carefully matched his vocal writing with the

poetic themes. He provided outwardly expressive musical

material which depicts the given text. An example can be

seen in the last movement, "Song of Prophecy." The theme of

the text is apocalyptic (See this and the other poems with
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translations in Appendix A). The last literary phrase sung

by the soprano is "mute and dead," which is repeated 
thrice.

Each time the soprano delivers this phrase, the music

indicates that the passage should get softer and the rate 
of

speech should be slower. The expression of this text is

conveyed through parlando style; that is, through a mode of

singing which is speech-like in character. In addition to

this soft, slow delivery, the vocal part is written in a

very low register for soprano voice.

A whispering effect is used in the fifth movement as

well as the vocal technique of "Sprechstimme." These

techniques are used in conjunction with the recitative style

found in this section of the work.

The use of grace-note figures, which are written in

large intervallic leaps, is prominent in the cantata, and,

like every other vocal technique used in the work, requires

considerable vocal flexibility and pitch control.

Conducting Problems and Considerations

The Cantata para America Magica has several

complexities which a conductor needs to sort out. The

conductor needs to guide the musicians through all of the

rhythmic aspects, pointillistic effects and other intricate

compositional techniques found in the piece. The cantata

01 NOMMMh
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also requires virtuoso playing on the part of every

musician.

Combining the complexities of the individual musical

lines into a musically cohesive whole may prove challenging,

but not impossible. It is the conductor's responsibility to

insure that each individual part is not merely a product 
in

and of itself, but is integrated into the collective musical

whole.

Before rehearsing the cantata, the conductor should be

as familiar as possible with the various features contained

in the piece. These features range from basic issues such

as instrumentation abbreviations to nuances such as

pointillistic techniques set in the most irrational 
of

rhythmic figures. There are several dynamic inflections in

the cantata, as well as numerous "special effects", and

there are notational issues as well as discrepancies between

the score and parts which also need attention.

One of the most striking and difficult components of

the CantataJpara America Magica is its intricate meter and

rhythmic scheme. Even in the simplest meter (4/4), rhythmic

complexities exist.

The first movement, "Prelude and Song of Dawn" is set

at a tempo of) = 56. The metric structure is comprised

largely of simple time ( 3/4, 2/4, etc.),. but other meters

do exist. This movement has a preponderance of the so-
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called "irrational values." These rhythms are presented

with numerical values above the note-heads or beams. 
Two

numbers are given, such as "5=4,1" "3=2,1" or "7=8." The

first number indicates how many notes (and rests) exist, and

the second gives the time value in which these notes 
should

be played. This latter number is used in conjunction 
with

the beaming of the rhythmic figure in order to further

clarify the time value. For instance, a figure -- "5=4" --

in common time may mean that there are five sixteenth-notes

which should be played in the same time it would normally

take four. Example 14 shows this typical notation.

........ f
movito :f

Example 14.

Copyright 1961 by Barry Editorial. Used by Permission of

Boosey 4&wkes, Inc.

These rhythmic figures are written in several different

time values and used in various ways. For instance, Example

15 shows how pointillistic treatment between the two tympani

parts is combined with the use of an irrational rhythmic

figure.
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Isf~j

Example 15.

Copyright c 1961 by Barry Editorial. Used

Boosey & kes, Inc.

by permission of

These irrational rhythmic figures are also used as

regulated, organic accelerandos or ritards. Example 16

illustrates how an accelerando of this type is written.

10

senzpre cres c.

Orra4

77l0CO0 f

Example 16.
Copyright c 1961 by Barry Editorial. Used by permission of

Boosey & <tkes, Inc.

The second movement, "Nocturne and Love Song," is also

set at a relatively slow tempo,) = 66. The meter is set in

common time. Ginastera presents rhythmic material in this

movement which is set in a fashion that gives the listener a

sense of "beatlessness." This compositional technique is

WMEm

I WII
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prominent not only in this movement but 
in other movements

of the cantata. The technique is accomplished through

various means. The use of the irrational rhythmic figures

contributes greatly, as do the notes of long duration which

are set in a slow tempo. Example 17 clearly illustrates

this last point.

ppp

gig!!*

aftwo p 0 mf

" I f ~ili a

, ample 17.

Copyright (<c) 1961 by Barry Editorial. Used by permission of

Boosey & 1Wwkes, Inc.

Different irrational values may be juxtaposed (Example

18) so that there is no strong beat pattern of any kind.
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v-ample 18.

Copyright ci1961 by Barry Editorial. 
used by permission of

Boosey & Z'kes,. Inc.

Although this sense of beatlessness is present throughout

the movement, it must not be conveyed through the conductor.

Ginastera was careful in setting down the rhythmic 
patterns

to create this effect, and the music should be played and

conducted exactly as the composer had written. The

conductor must be precise in beat patterns, and the

performers need to play the rhythms just as they are written

in order to achieve what Ginastera so carefully planned.

The tempo of this movement, like the first, should be very

steady.

.The third movement, "Song for the Warrior's Departure".,

is marked atJ = 160, and is set in sharp contrast to the

first two. A complex metric structure consisting of con-

stantly changing time signatures dominates the movement.

There are, however, no irrational rhythmic figures to be
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found. The most challenging aspect found in this movement

is to "keep time" and assist the players in getting through

the metric changes. There is nothing rhythmically

elaborate, but the notes go by quickly, requiring agile

technique from each performer.

Similar in style to the third movement, the fourth

movement, "Fantastic Interlude", moves quickly with a tempo

of = 168. The metric structure is similar to the prior

movement, and although there are some irrational rhythmic

figures, they are few in number. The most difficult

challenge is being able to play the extremely angular

melodic motives. Additionally, the dynamic level throughout

the movement is marked at "piano" or less, which means great

dynamic restraint is required from each player while

performing such rhythmically active parts.

The fifth movement, entitled "Song of Agony and

Desolation," is in recitative style, harking back to the

first movement. A slow tempo is written once again, ) = 50.

Elongated notes are written for most of the instrumental

background, and the voice part, which was tacet in the

fourth movement, has a fairly smooth rhythmic melody. The

declamatory character in the middle section of the movement

is clearly marked. The vocal technique involves Sprech-

stimme, and the rhythms are set in an environment marked

"senza tempo." Here the vocalist needs to take particular
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care with the poem, since this section is clearly designed

to be "molto espressivo."

Finally, the last movement of the cantata is called

"Song of Prophecy,1" with a metronome marking of 84

which later shifts toO= 66. An interesting point in this

movement is that the meter is primarily set in 1/8 time.

This signature is sometimes interrupted by 3/8, 5/8, or 4/8.

A complex division occurs later in the movement as time

signatures of 7/16 and 9/16 abound. In the sections

containing the latter two time signatures, there are several

varying rhythms which occur at one time, including irra-

tional rhythmic figures. The conductor must select beat

patterns which accommodate as many players as possible.

Another interesting rhythmic component in this movement is

the use of rhythmic figures which serve more as elements of

musical effect than as calculated rhythms.

There are several rhythmic figures which are notated in

smaller print. Example 19 shows such a case.
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v ..

VT

Example 19.

Copyright c 1961 by Barry Editorial.

Boosey & I kes, Inc.
Used by permission of

Many of these figures contain beamings with a slash through

them which indicates that the notes should be played as

quickly as possible. Note the spatial settings of these

figures. The musical figures are not set off by rests, but

rather by location. The metric placement of these gruppetto

type figures is dependent upon where they are located in the

measure, thereby leaving room for ambiguity. Each player

should perform the gruppetti figures in relation to where

they appear in the score. It may be helpful to show each

player who has these types of small-note figures the full

77
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score so that each can get an overall view of the

compositional structure.

Another important performance issue concerns the

difference between musical figures which merely serve as

effect from those which are actually part of an on-going

phrase. For instance, those gruppetti figures in the last

movement serve not as primary rhythmic aspects but rather as

an enhancement to the musical mood.

There are several places in the cantata where there is

an overwhelming amount of musical activity, and the con-

ductor must decide what material serves as effect and what

does not. Some of these activities seem to be unrelated to

each other. An illustration of this point can be seen in

Example 20. At first sight one can easily see that the

texture is thick. The keyboards essentially present block

chords which accompany the rhythmically active tympani,

drums, and wood drums, and the mallet and metallic

instruments seem to have incidental figures which provide

timbral and textural effect. A closer look, however, at the

relationships of all the parts shows that there are unifying

elements which comprise a musical phrase. Notice the

rhythmic dependence among the two drum parts; they share the

rhythmic phrase through pointillistic means. Also note how

the wood drums line up metrically with the drum parts in the

"5:4" figures. Consider how the keyboard and mallet parts
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highlight the middle of the phrase 
by strengthening the

repetition of the tympani lines.

g.,.

Tpmi6

it

mo- --4k

1-T.p3I. T.T.

I A

Marim

Glock.

Pno.1(

Example 20.

Copyright c 1961 by Barry Editorial. Used by

Boosey & kes, Inc.

permission of
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Elements like these involved in this one measure occur often

throughout the entire work and should be addressed

accordingly.

The dynamic ranges in the cantata are expansive, and

several passages contain both subtle dynamics and "subito"

dynamics. Controlling these dynamic inflections takes good

physical coordination on the part of both the performers and

the conductor. For instance, Example 21 shows that not only

do the performers need to exercise dynamic control, but the

conductor must also coordinate the relativity of each dyna-

mic level so that differences are clearly heard.

ample 21.
Copyright c 1961 by Barry Editorial. Used by permission of
Boosey & H. kes, Inc.
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Musical textures play an important role in the cantata

and vary in thickness throughout the piece. Several of the

textures appear to be written for practical reasons. 
For

instance, rarely is the texture extremely thick while the

voice part carries an important line. Textures also add

dimension to the dynamic inflections; i.e. thick texture for

loud passages, thin textures for soft. Texture is also used

as an element of musical effect. For example, the fourth

movement is extremely thick texturally, but .it is meant to

be played softly, thereby portraying contradictory 
schemes.

Ginastera also considered instrumental groupings as a

form of textural variation. This leads to the timbral

issues involved in the work, which play an important role.

Instrument and mallet selection is obviously an issue that

deserves great attention since it relates directly to

timbre. Dynamic inflections are important not only for

their musical effect but also for allowing the prominece of

various instrumental colors.

In relation to timbre, the most important aspect for

both the conductor and players, after instrument selection,

is to follow Ginastera's instructions as closely as

possible. There is no need, when referring to the timbral

aspects, to go beyond what Ginastera wrote. His

instrumental groupings and dynamic inflections are carefully
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arranged to bring out the extensive colors which 
are so

critical to the success of this piece.

Beyond the musical components associated 
with the

Cantata para America Magica, there are several non-musical

items which must be attended to before performance. 
The

various notational devices employed in the work are note-

worthy but have already been discussed. Most of the musical

markings are written in Italian, as is customary, but some

performance directions are written in Spanish. For example,

a direction for the voice part in one section of the piece

is marked, "gritando," which translates to "shouting."

Furthermore, all of the instruments listed at the

beginning of the score are abbreviated within the score,

but these abbreviations are in Spanish, not English. The

conductor needs to be familiar with these abbreviations so

that there is no confusion as to the composer's intentions.

Appendix C contains the instrumentation list of the cantata

and shows alL -the abbreviations.

One last item concerns discrepancies between the score

and parts. It has already been noted that the instrumenta-

tion list found at the front of the score is not completely

consistent with the actual parts. The same is true with the

musical material. For instance, in measure 10 of the first

movement, a tremolo is written in the score for Tympani II.

The actual part does not show a tremolo, just the note.
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There are also cases where ,a note(s) is shown on the score

as being in one instrumental part but actually 
appears in

another.

While some of these discrepancies are not problematic

for performance, some are, as in the example cited

concerning the tympani. The conductor should review the

score and parts to locate as many of these problems as

possible. It is, however, beyond the scope of this study to

discuss these discrepancies. A comparison between score and

parts, noting each instance where there is disagreement,

should be done as a future study.

mum



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

There were several reasons for selecting the 
Toccata

and the Cantata para America Magica for study. Both pieces

are musically important. The Toccata is very well known,

and the Cn~tata para America Macqica deserves to be better

known. The use of limited resources in the Toccata 
and the

wide spectrum of musical forces found in the Cantata para

America Maiica require two different approaches 
to perfor-

mance. The somewhat simplistic writing of the Toccata

demanded that a further look into timbres and 
performance

consistencies among players take place. On the other hand,

the complexities of the Cantata para America Magica required

a close attention to individual musical lines so that 
each

contributes properly when combined into a unified whole.

The listing of the sizes and types of instruments,

mallets and sticks and the citation of musical reasons for

selecting these items in each work can be used in the future

for other works. Specific mallet and stick designations

served two purposes: The first is that the appropriate

beaters be chosen for each of the two compositions repre-

sented and the second purpose is that by listing the sticks

and mallets along with their respective instruments, a

84
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parallel can be drawn between 
the musical results achieved

from this equipment and the potential 
musical results

achieved through similar performance 
approaches in other

compositions.

A generic table can be derived from the 
two composi-

tions by listing instruments, mallets and sticks, and then

documenting the resulting sounds produced 
when the instru-

ments and beaters are combined. If such a table were to be

formulated, it could be used in applying the information 
to

other works calling for specific musical 
effects. This

would be particularly useful to the conductor when asking 
a

percussionist to produce a certain 
sound. By being able to

suggest a particular drum or mallet to the 
player, the

conductor reduces ambiguity and also gains credibility.

It seems clear that different pitches, timbres and

articulations are dependent on the types of instruments 
and

beaters used, and that this knowledge should be considered

by conductors when preparing for performances. 
In many

compositions written for groups such as wind 
ensembles,

percussion instruments often play an important 
part in the

makeup of the work. Because so many more percussion

instruments are available to modern composers, we find

several works written with percussion instruments serving 
as

a primary source of timbral variety.
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For instance, a piece by Anthony Iannaccone called

Apparitions (1986) makes use of percussion instruments not

merely as providers of rhythmic stability, but as an

integral part of the overall texture. There is more

likelihood of recreating Iannaccone's musical intentions if

the conductor has a sense of how percussion sounds can be

affected through instrument and mallet selection.

For centuries, chamber ensembles of winds or strings

have been a standard part of concert programming. Per-

cussion ensembles began to be recognized in the early part

of this century as a viable performance medium, but not to

the extent of the other groups. Part of the apparent lack

of concert programming stems from conductors' lack of

knowledge of the potential of percussion instruments and

percussion music. If conductors are more knowledgeable in

the realm of percussion instruments, we may hear music from

this area performed more often.
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POEMS FOUND IN CANTATA PARA AMERICA MAGIC
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I prnUio y Canto a IS AU16

jOh t, Tzaeoi, Bitol,

mir5os, esoebSMOS I

INo no. dojes, no nov desa1ParelS,

coraszf del cielo, eors6n de a tierrsaI

jproteP a nuestros hijos, a meltros d ies

miefntras eai el* solT y Mys C.rIIdI

,Quo amanetea, quo UgSq Ia a&UXt

IDauos buenos amigos, danos Is. pail

10 ti, hurac&U, Chipi-CaCulhi,

Raza.Caulha, Chipi-NlUILC?

RaW-Tna3Ue, yVO, iIumaxtupU,

Tepeu, GueumttZ, AMom, Qaholol,

Izpiyaeoc, IXmuCtlh,

creadora del sol, creadora do la lui I

;Que aniauct, Ique leguc La auroraI

II. Nocturno y Canto de Amor.

S.prelude w n g 05of IV -

0, thou, T200l, BoL

Look On u8! Be kind to usi

Do not leae OOI! IPlegs do not forsake us!

Miglity God of ee, t and het of

Protect our eons and daugmers, pro st oU our

while the n walks above and gi f"rth I8 gM!

Make the Ma rise, msd maka new day be

Give us trustworthy friendsa grnto ee I

Oh, thou, Huraeda,ChpI04

1aza.c0ULk4 Chpifamws,
RBaa Noase, Yoe, guqhtuP4 q

Tcpeu, Guemt, Aloe, Qaholom,

IzpiyaCoo, IzesOan,
0, oreator of aSU, creator of the light

fake the sun rise, and make a new day bel

II Noctnrfel and Love Song.

Tnu antor era como una Ituvia do flores periumadas. Your io- was like sumn* Irais
per fumed tivtj ,cent of fresh-cut blosomSe.

Tu canto era hermoso como el del pijaro de oro. Your signing was delieoi d

I luna y el Sol brillaban sobre tu frente. The oon and the s

Has partido. for ever shone all around you

Gone you are now.

LargaS 7 tristes ertit mis nochee salitarinas. Endless and sad are the lonelly nights I aintwithot Yo



I . canto paraI a Pt&&S do los GurrerOl.

Tiembla In tierra.

So inicianu los cantOs

do los guerrorof.

Aguilas y Tigros

comienSan a bilar.

En la montita

el clamor do Ins fieras;

en la pradera

6 tambor do IL guerra.

Tiombla I tierra.

Miridlos: son los gurWO8r.

Admired su valor.

Nacieron entre el fuego.

Las lansas rink2es

forjaroi su coraje.

Contempltd sUs adornos.

En sUs cabezas so agitau Los Cos

con piumas do las aves do Is selva.

Los dientes de sus enemigOs

engalanan sus peeoos;

usan los huesos como flantas

y piel human& vibra estirada en Los tamb4

Tiombla la tierra.

Yn. so escuchan los gritoS

do Los quo van al4 combat'

Los guerreros bacon niaer,

r0o- como la sangre,

0l sol*

III - Song for the Waron' Deaucs. .

Earth again tremnbles

trembles! trembles) tremblisl

earth again trembleis

The song of the Warriors

annones fighting.
Eagles and Tigers are starting

Cheir dance

up in the rnountaiS

angry beats are aroarhg

down in the valley

threatiaing drums are abetting.

Earth again trembles

trembles earth again trembles

behold thcirs theses are our wOrrifit

coTrage runs through their rei'

on tiro they fed and flourished.

in -war, rival sPea d arows

have forged their courage

see what trophies adors them!

On their heads helmet

with, feathers of birds
which they hsted in the forest.
Their ueeks show proudly stings of tet
they got of men killed in battle.
Bones make the flutes
with which they play war songs..
Tight is the skin of foes that makes
the drums which they are beating.
Earth again trembles
trembles, trembles, treembles
carth again trembles
Now listen to shOUtings
of these men iuho go to the fight
brave, wild warriors make the rsaris
bright red, bright, red
bright red, bright red
Like blood is the -sun
the sun, the sun.

89



V . Canto d# Agoaia y DWIdSSt.

iAdie, ob citl
jAdi6e, oh tierrai

Ml valor y mi bravura.

no me sirvfl 7.
Busq6 mi casino
bajo alcielo, sobro Is. tiorra

separando las hirbas : los abrojos.

Mi cojq y mi fIWra
no me sirven Y.

jAdiOs, oh cisiol .

I Adls, oh tierraL

Debo morir, debo dosaparecern qui,

bajo el eielo, sobro Is tierra.

job, punta do mi laszal

IOb, duresa do m ucudol

Id vosotros a nuestas montaias, a nueftTOS va

Yo sole espero mi muerte,

bajo el elelo, sobre Is tits.

;Adi6s, oh tierrai

jAdi6s, oh cielo!

V. Cato de Is Profote .
Cuando Ieguma Los dia. sin nombro,

cuando spares la sS" do SaEl,

ca el one Aau,

cuando vogan los hermanos do orient

Isonart I sonaija, sonart 1 atabalI

Al amsncer arderi la tierra;

bajarin abanicos del cielo

Mc @1 ones Ahau,

eon la Hutia verdo do Yazaichas.

,Sonari I& sonaja, sonar&iel atabal

En el katun quo estui por venir

todo eamblart;
derrotados srin los hombres que eantan,

en i onfe Ashau.

ltalLort I& soaja, cailarti el ataball

1Cslsari...1 tcallrt...

90
V - Song of Agony and DOMU.

Farewell, 0 hcavLens I

Farewell, 0 my land!

M1y valor and my braucry

are no use to me.
I sought my way

I' roamed right a. this land and under these skies,

remOrting the grass, Separating herbs and thOeNt.

3f y fury and my fierceness

r will leave aside.

Farewell, 0 heavens!

Farewell, 0 my land!

Now I must die, and never agas will Iwedr

over this land and under these skies.

Farewell, 0 my Land!

Farewell, 0 heavenly

V- . Song of Prophecy.
Days of titter black woe will cone down,

when over our laud appears the sips of Kaud,
on th'eleventh Ahs,
when our brothers from eastward come over.

Fierce and loud sound the timbrel!

Fierce and loud roll the drums'

111 the land wll burn on the eve of daybreak,
and big clouds of the sky will invade us,

on th'elevent& Ahau,
will descend the green rain of Yacalehee.
Fierce and loud sound the timbrelsl

Fierce and loud roll the druml

For the Hatwm about to befall

will change this land;
they who now sing will then be defeated,
on th 'leventh Ahau.

Mute and dead grato the timbreals

Mute and dead grow the drumsl
Mute and deadly Mute and deadly

Muts and dadt

Copyrights 1961 by Barry Editorial. Used by Permission of

Boosey & Hawkes, Inc.
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APPENDIX B

MALLET. AND STICK SELECTIONS FOR

CANTATA PARA AMERICA MAGICA
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1ST MOVEMENT

Instrumental Part

Tympani

Drum I

Drum II

Tam-tams

Wood drums

Bongos

Cymbals

Xylophone

Marimba

Glockenspiel

Triangle

Stick(s) or Mallet(s)

medium hard felt mallets

wood sticks with lamb's
wool cover

large, hard felt tympani
mallets

3" diameter head generic
gong mallets

soft rubber head mallets

light drum-set sticks

medium hard yarn head
mallets

hard plastic or rosewood
head mallets

medium hard to hard rubber
head mallets

hard plastic head mallets

light weight beater

2ND MOVEMENT

Glockenspiel

Cymbals

Tam-tams

Marimba

Xylophone

small plastic ball mallets

wire brushes

wire brushes

medium soft yarn mallets

hard cord head mallets
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3RD MOVEMENT

Instrumental Part

Tympani

Drum I

Drum II

Wood Drums

Large Bass Drum

Small Triangle

Cymbals

Tam-tams

Xylophone

Marimba

Glockenspiel

Bongos

Stick(s) or Mallet(s)

hard felt head mallets

same as 1st Movement

same as 1st Movement

hard rubber head mallets

hard felt head tympani
mallet

light triangle beater

medium hard yarn head
marimba mallets

medium hard yarn head
bass marimba mallets
(1 and 1/2 - 2" ball)

hard plastic head mallets

hard rubber head mallets

1/2" plastic ball mallets

same as 1st Movement

4TH MOVEMENT

Cymbals

Tam-tams

Crotali

Wood Drums

Xylophone

sponge head mallets

sponge head mallets

1/2" plastic head mallet

medium hard rubber mallets

hard rubber or cord head
mallets

same as 3rd MovementMarimba



Instrumental Part

Glockenspiel

Small Suspended cymbal

Stick (s) or Mallet (s-

same as 3rd Movement

soft felt head mallets

5TH MOVEMENT

Cymbals

Tam-tam

Chimes

Large Bass Drum

Xylophone

Marimba

Small Triangle

Tympani

medium yarn head mallets

generic gong mallets with
3" heads

plastic hammer to rawhide
hammer

bass drum "roller" mallets
with thin stick and large
ball

hard cord to plastic head
mallets

hard cord head mallets

1" plastic head mallets

medium size beater

soft felt head mallets

6TH MOVEMENT

medium hard yarn head
mallets with rattan sticks

medium hard, large head
bass marimba mallets

same as 1st Movement

same as 1st Movement

soft to medium rubber head
mallets

Drum I

Drum II

Wood Drums

94

Cymbal

Tam-tam
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Instrumental Part

Xylophone

Marimba

Glockenspiel

Chimes

Cowbells

Sticks) or Mallet(s)

hard cord head mallets

hard yarn or rubber head
mallets

1/2" plastic ball mallets

rawhide hammer

light drum-set sticks



APPENDIX C

INSTRUMENTATION LIST FOR

CANTATA PARA AMERICA MAGICA
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I. Timpani I

II. Timpani II

97
3 Timpani

Timpano piccolo
Timpano cromatico a pedale

Timpano grave

IM. Case I 1)
anche: Casse II (N' IV)

IV - Cause IU
anche: Piccolo sistro di
metallo 2) (N' IV)
Timpani IV (N' V)

Cassa indigena picc
Cassa indigent medi
Cassa indigena grand

Tamburo senza tim

Tamburo rullante

Gran cassa

V .8 Tamburi di legno di taglia differente 3)
(6 T. W)

VI .3 Piatti sospesi di tagila different

anche: Due piatti (N' VI) (2 Pttn

Cencerros (N' VI) (Con.)

VI .3 Tam-tam di taglia different

VII. Batteria I I
IX - Batteria II

anche: Timpani TII

(N9 V - VI)

X - Batteria III

XI - Xilofouo grande

XI . Marimba

XIII - Glockenspiel

XIV - Celesta

XV -Piano I
XVI . Piano II

Piccolo
Medio
(Griande

Piccolo
Medio
Grande

0la
ia Questi sei strumenti debbono
ide avere una relazione di altezza fra

loro da formare una eerie dal
b rave (Gran cassa)
all' acuto (Cassa indigena
piccola).

Questi sei stiumenti del tipo messicano
(Teponaxtle) o africano, debbono avere una
elnuziorw (di alturn ira uno molto sgrave P tin'

1 ltrro relativamiento auto.

Fra i tre Piatti sospesi e i tre Tam-tam

debe stabilirsi una relazione di altezza
deli' grave profondo (Tam-tam grave) all'

acuto (Piatto piccolo).

2 Pari di crotali (acuti - pi gravi) (Crot.)

Piatto piccolo sospeso (P. P-)
2 Bong6s (Bong.)
Campane (cne.)
Triangolo piccolo (Tr. p.)
Reco-teco 4) (It. 1.)

Claves acute 5)
Marea Tpiccolit (Mat. pice.)

Chocailho ) (Choc-)

Chocaiho 6) (Clhoe-)

G iiro 7) (Gro.)

Trianaolo (Tg.)

Grand cassa profonda (U. C.)

Claves grave 8)

2 Maracas (piccola - media) 9) (Mar.)

2 Piatti (21 Pti)
2 Sistri (di ructallo - di conchiglie) 10) (Stri).

Trianvoh Ipiccolo kr. p.)
Soa)i (ngi.)

Paio di pictre. 11' (Pietre)

-uola S
'-- - li

icuta

atut a

acntlt

Piano a eodn grande, senza coperchio

Idem.

Copyrightc-by Barry Editorial. Used by permission of Boosey
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I - Kettledrums I

II - Kettledrums II

983 I(ettledrunms

Small kettledrum
Pedal kettledrum
Lower kettledrum

Ill-Drums 1 1)
also: Drums If (NI IV)

IV -Drums IU
also: Small metaihic
"sistrum" 2) N' IV)
Kettledrums IV (N' V)

Small Indian-drum
Medium Indian-drum
Large Indian-drum

Side-drum (without snares)
Tenor-drum
Bass-drum

These six instruments must have a
pitch relationship in order to esta-
blish a series from the lower (Bass.
drum) to the higher (snall Indian-
drum)

V - 6 Temple - woods of different sizes .)

(0 T. W.)

VI -3 Suspended cymbals of Small
different sizes Medium

also: 2 Clashing cymbals Large
(N' VI)
2 Cow-bells of different sizes (N' VI)

VII - 3 Tam-tam of different sizes

VI - Percussion I

IX - Percussion 11
also: Kettledrum III
(Nqq V-VT)

X - Percussion III

Small
Medium
Large

These six instruments of moxican (Teponatle)
or african type must have a pitch relationship
between the lower one and another fairly high.

Between' the 3 suspended cymbals and 3 tam-tam'
a relationship of pitch must be established going
from the deep lower pitch to the higher pitch.
(smail cymbal)

2 Pairs of "antique cymbals" of different sizes'Crot.)
Small suspended cymbal (P. p.)
2 Bongds (Bong.)
Chimes (Cpne.)
SmaU-triangle (Tg. p.)
"Reco-reco" 4) (It. U.)
Small high caves :,)
Smal-maracas (mar. pice.)
Chocaiho G) (Choe.)

Giiro 7) (Ora.

Triangle (Tg.)
Bass-drum, verly low (G. C.)

Low ciaves 8)

J .Iaracas smai-medium 9 ) (Mar.)
2 Clashing cymba's (2 Ptti.)
2 "Sistrums" (I metalic; II of sea-shells) 10) (Stri.)
Smasi Triangle (Tg. p.)
Sleig UdlLs (Sngl.)

Pair of Stones 1, (Pietre)

XI - Large Xilophone:

XII - Marimba: =w

XUI - Glockenspiel: -

SIY-Celesta: -

XV - Piano I: (Large conl-rt piano without a corer)
XVI - Piano U: Large concert piano without a covert

Copyright c1961 by Barry Editorial.
Boosey & 1hkes, Inc.
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